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INTRODUCTION
LS1
(2013-14)

RUN 2

LS2 *
(2016-17)

RUN3

ALICE collaboration plans a major upgrade of the detectors during
Long Shutdown 2 (LS2 - 2017)
ALICE Before LS2

ALICE After LS2

L = 1027 cm-2 s-1

L = 6 x 1027 cm-2 s-1

1 nb-1 Pb Pb Collisions

> 10 nb-1 of Pb Pb collisions

Collision rate of 8 kHz (PbPb)

Collision rate of 50 kHz (PbPb)

Max Readout rate of present Overall goal to readout 50 kHz
ALICE detector is 500 Hz (PbPb) (PbPb) and 200 kHz (pp and pPb )
Increased Interaction rate and hence the increased readout rate
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SYSTEM UPGRADE OVERVIEW


Examples





TPC: Replacement of the wire chambers with GEM detectors
Muon chambers and TPC will be readout by ASIC SAMPA (which is
presently being developed)

TOF: upgrading the VME system located in the crates at the end of the
detector modules, will allow TOF to readout > 200 kHz PbPb events
V0/T0/FMD will be replaced by a FIT detector



Examples





Trigger Architecture will use a combination of physics and
heartbeat triggers, as the online system will support the continuous
readout of detectors

Many more upgrades in different detectors

Detector/Electronics of some detectors needs to be upgraded

This strategy will treat every detector as a separate cluster and busy
requirements of some/all detectors can be treated independently
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CONSTRAINTS FOR A COMMON READOUT UNIT








During the consecutive upgrades of the experiment it is essential to
preserve smart features of the present DAQ system, like:
1.

Having common interfaces between the various detectors and the common
Online computing farm.

2.

Optimizing the system level costs by aggregating the digital data from very high
number of sources to high bandwidth optical data links.

In the present system, and also after the consolidations and upgrades
during LS1, this will be ensured by data transmission through two
generations of Detector Data Links (DDL1 and DDL2)
Higher data throughput requirements of operation in Run3, will require
a third generation of DDL links (DDL3) with a significantly higher
throughput (10Gb/s).
The new DDL3 links shall provide compatible data formats and control
interfaces, to build a homogenous online system for the experiment.
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FEATURES OF THE CRU








It will reduce the number of different link technologies
presently used for the data read-out, detector control, trigger
and clock distribution, etc.
It will have to read-out the very large number high bandwidth,
serial detector side links, and multiplex their data to common,
even higher bandwidth, server-side links (’uplinks’, or ’DDL3’).
The CRUs will combine control (and if possible, trigger)
information with data transmission in order to minimize the
number of physical links between the different nodes of the
system (i.e. between the CRU and the detector FE cards,
between the CRU and online computing).
It will do the required protocol conversions, framing, deframing,
multiplexing and demultiplexing of data, control and trigger
information between its different interfaces.
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SIMPLIFIED DAQ BLOCK DIAGRAM
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INTERFACES OF THE CRU
1.

Detector side links (FE-links): Bidirectional serial
carrying hit data, configuration and trigger information

2.

“DDL3” links: High performance industrial standard
bidirectional links connect the CRU to DAQ online computing
node, carrying hit data and configuration data.

3.

Trigger and Timing (TTS) links: Connect CTP to the CRU ,
carries trigger data to the on-detector electronics via CRU, also
for some detectors transport the busy signal from the CRU to
the CTP.

4.

GBT FE-links, DDL3, & TTS-link are all standardized in the best
case.
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The detectors which will not use CRUs will use detector specific
back-end electronics which interface to the ALICE online computing
nodes via the existing ALICE standard DDL 1 or DDL2 links.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING




The application specific functionalities e.g. the
protocol conversions of the different link types,
multiplexing of data flows, embedding detector
control and trigger information, etc., require Common
Read-out Units be implemented as electronics boards
with custom designed, programmable functionality
based on up-to-date FPGA technology

Implementation of the Common Read-out Units (CRU)
as FPGA boards has two basic alternatives, depending
on the physical location of the CRUs. (These are the
“CRU in Counting Room”, or the “CRU in the Cavern”,
close to the detectors)
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IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING
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Possible FPGAs
CRU in Counting Room

CRU in Cavern

Xilinx Virtex 7 or Altera Stratix V GX

Microsemi Smart Fusion 2

Not radiation Tolerant
SRAM based FPGAs

Radiation Tolerant
Flash memory based FPGA

FPGA development boards
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IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING

CRU in the Counting room - with GBT Links





Located in the control room, CRU doesn’t have to be radiation tolerant.
Detector systems are connected to the CRU via radiation hard optical links
developed at CERN, called GBT Links.
If automatic SEU error correction is activated in GBT, the link bandwidth
is 3.2 Gb/s or 4.8 Gb/s
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IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING









Interfacing with the DAQ online computing is done with short, high
performance, industrial standard links (DDL3), technology can be either
10 GbE/40 GbE, Gen3 PCI Express over Cable, or Infiniband.
It is also an option to put the CRU as a PCI Express Gen3 card in the
computers of online system
CRU would be based on high performance (not radiation tolerant) FPGAs
allowing a more powerful and more future proof design.
As such high performance FPGA cards are commercially available,
a custom hardware development for the CRU may be avoided.
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CRU IN COUNTING ROOM - ADVANTAGES









Location of CRU would be in the ground level counting room, thus
it is accessible during operation. No additional electronics,
cabling, cooling need to be installed and maintained on the
detector.
The CRU in control room electronics is not subject to radiation,
thus state-of-the art high performance FPGAs can be employed.
For the CRU-control room no radiation tests campaign is needed.
The GBT links are already qualified by a CERN team, delivered
and tested to ALICE.
For the CRU-control room the development effort can be shared
with other experiments, e.g. with LHCb.
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CRU IN COUNTING ROOM - DISADVANTAGES




For some detectors the increased latency due to the extra
propagation time of trigger from the CTP (in the cavern) to the
CRU (in the counting room) and back to the detectors (in the
cavern) is not acceptable, and the trigger links must arrive directly
on the on-detector electronics.
For the “CRU in counting room” the number of radiation tolerant
optical links (GBTs) are higher compared to “CRU in cavern”. This
increases the cost,

“but “
the manpower need to develop a radiation tolerant hardware for
the “CRU in cavern” + the radiation tests needed + extra installation
cost and infrastructure in the cavern, --> it may not be more
expensive in total. (Further calculations needed)
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SUMMARY
From system level point of view, the radiation-hard
GBT Link based CRU located outside the cavern (i.e. in
the counting room) presents





a more robust system



more processing power



flexibility towards future requirements



lower impact on the Cavern infrastructure.

Therefore, ALICE chose the CRU in counting room as
the preferred solution. CRU in the cavern is
considered as an alternative solution. Final decision
will be made after further R&D.
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AMC40 AS A CANDIDATE FOR THE CRU
ALICE CRU system is based on the hardware implementation basis of the
AMC40/TELL40 system developed in the framework of the LHCb readout.
Each AMC40 board has 36 optical inputs and 36 optical outputs with a bandwidth
upto 10 Gb/s.
Option to pack the CRU, instead into ATCA form factor with optical link
connection, to the Online computing nodes with PCIe slots on the nodes. (DDL3
link will not be needed)

AMC40 mezzanine card

ATCA:Advanced Telecommunications
Computing Architecture, a high
speed, industry standard backplane
architecture (a much faster
alternative to VME)
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SOME FUTURE STEPS







Design exploration for the prototype is underway
Received one AMC40 card from LHCb for further analysis
and examination
Design for 10 Gigabit Ethernet communication to be tested
GBT receiver to be implemented
A firmware design framework for detector specific firmware
development has to specified

Decided Deadlines:
2013/14: Design specification & market evaluation
2014/15: Common CRU firmware and Prototyping
2015: Pre-series
2016: Production
2018: HW & Firmware Support
2018: Installation & Commissioning
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